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ABSTRACT

Hadoop MapReduce platforms are currently used at an extensive rate to deal with complex data analysis of large size data sets. In MapReduce environments, parallel and distributed processing of big data is done with high energy requirements. Many of the contemporary organisations are looking to reduce the energy requirements of Hadoop MapReduce by maintaining the same performance levels. In this paper a platform performance model is proposed specifically for Hadoop MapReduce environments in order to improve the energy efficiency of these applications in automatic manner. Unlike the existing performance models, the proposed performance model related the different number of processed data and durations of executed phases that are accomplished through collected measurements from executed sets of micro benchmarking. The resource distribution strategy of this performance model helps to estimate the job completion time on the basis of resource distribution. Mathematical modelling and experiments showed the accuracy of this performance model is improving the energy efficiency of Hadoop MapReduce environments.
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Introduction

Big data has brought the paradigm shift in both academia and industry. Most of the organizations based on big data are progressively using Hadoop with MapReduce model, which is an open-source framework to execute complex data analysis and to process large data sets (Jeffrey Dean, 2008). Apache Hadoop have several remarkable features to process the Big Data by implementing a number of different components to communicate with each other across multi node system. Hadoop MapReduce is based on large and complex framework, therefore the performance of Hadoop is highly important to execute the different jobs on each component such as network infrastructure, hardware and MapReduce configuration parameters which are more 190 (Babu, 2010).

In house Hadoop based clusters are facing a key challenge to have an automatic mechanism to process data intensive applications and to manage the resources distributions (White, 2015). There are limitations with default Hadoop MapReduce implementation that cannot provide resource management support for latency-sensitive applications and make the user to be responsible to figure out the required amount of resources for running jobs which affects the Hadoop performance. Additionally, MapReduce frameworks with different configuration parameters have significant effects on Hadoop job's performance. These
distributed systems are developed on commodity hardware, therefore, the hardware heterogeneity, and the non-deterministic behavior of various applications increase the job execution time which directly affect the energy efficiency of Hadoop cluster (Jeffrey, 2011).

To make energy efficient Hadoop based cluster, most of the researchers consider the Hadoop parameter setting to increase the system performance as it plays a critical role for execution and also as these parameters have a significant impact on Hadoop system. It is time consuming process to tune the optimum values of these complex parameters manually which make the MapReduce framework as a black box (Jacob, 2010). It is exceptionally difficult to present an objective function or to make a mathematical model which can give a correlation between these parameters. Manually tuning of this complex system has become harder when the data size is increasing together with the difficult correlations between the configurations parameters. Therefore, it is highly important to have an effective and automatic approach to increase the energy efficiency of Hadoop parameters (Morton, 2010).

The paper intends in proposing and designing a performance model framework for Apache Hadoop MapReduce to make it more energy efficient by doing experiments on virtual environment. This performance model consists of resource distribution strategy which helps to estimate the job completion time on the basis of resource distribution. This approach works with data intensive complex applications that have concurrent and sequential jobs.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows, Hadoop MapReduce framework is detailed in section II, and the state-of-art works in the literature of performance model for Hadoop framework are given in section III. Section IV presents design of Hadoop MapReduce performance model with evaluation of its accuracy and Section V summarizes the key findings of this report.

**Hadoop MapReduce framework**

In a MapReduce model, computations are expressed in terms of two functions: map and reduce that are user-defined. The map function performs the computation on each record and reduce function combines the output to give the answer after the counting, shuffling, sorting, and merging operations. This MapReduce programming model presents the simple interfaces for users to compute different operations by using both functions. The map function executes on each Input key-value pair record and produces the output as an intermediate key value pair data, the reduce function work on intermediate data and give the results. The Hadoop MapReduce parallelization and coordination process is given in Figure 1.
A MapReduce execution step to store big data in distributed cluster depends on user configuration. The input file split into 16 to 64MB is distributed on to the cluster. In this cluster, one machine executes as a Master and other works as a Slave, also known as Workers. The Master assigns map tasks and Salve assigns reduce tasks. The intermediate key-value pair data is generated from the recode when worker executes the Map function and saved in memory (Bu, 2010).

The remote procedure call, running on the idle reducer workers gets the information about the data and partitions settings from Master. After getting all the information about intermediate data, reducer worker performs shuffling tasks, which includes sorting and grouping to produce intermediate keys (Yingjie, 2014). After analyzing the intermediate keys, the data analyzed by reducer workers and all the values is passed to the reducer function and output file is appended. Reduce file is the final output with combined data of intermediate keys and it is frequently used as feedback for subsequent map reduce or any other distributed file application.

## Literature Review

Hadoop MapReduce performance model is an emerging research area that considers various activities such as scheduling, job optimization, and resource provisioning and job estimation. In the literature, different researchers proposed a number of performance models to make the Hadoop based system more energy efficient. Morton (2010) proposed performance models namely Parallax and an enhanced model called ParaTimer to estimate the Hadoop performance by executing the Pig queries and translating these queries into sequence of MapReduce jobs. To predict the progress of map and reduce phases, they have used the same query for input and output data to run the debug process. To predict the performance of Hive in Hadoop system, Ganapathi (2012) implemented the regression technique called Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis (KCCA). The study by Ganapathi (2012) has demonstrated the particular tasks of KCCA technique that can be applied for MapReduce framework.

By using the Machine Learning (ML) techniques, Kadirvel (Fortes, 2012) proposed a performance model to predict the performance levels of Hadoop MapReduce jobs. Even though, this performance model...
analysed the performance of Hadoop MapReduce implementations, there is a lack of mathematical model to estimate the job execution. Lin (2012) proposed a cost vector to estimate the execution time of different map and reduce tasks. This cost vector model consists of computational complexity, disk I/O expenditures, network traffic, internal sort and CPU usage for estimating this execution time, even though it is very difficult and challenging job in Hadoop based cluster to accurately estimate the job execution time for multi tasks situation because there is competition for resource utilization in between the tasks. Additionally, in this cost vector performance model, Lin (2012) has presented the job execution time for map tasks and ignored the execution time for reduce tasks. Furthermore, Cui and Lin (2013) employed a simulator to evaluate the performance model effectiveness in a situation of task failure. Unlike the analytical approaches, the simulator based approaches give errors for the complex applications like MapReduce. Therefore, it’s difficult to design an accurate simulator that can systematically simulate the complex jobs and understand the dynamics of MapReduce applications (Zhenhua, 2012).

**Hadoop MapReduce Performance Model**

In this section, we describe the Hadoop MapReduce Performance Model that can be used to estimate and improve the energy efficiency of Hadoop MapReduce implementations. This performance model is a relation between different number of processed data and durations of executed phases that are accomplished through collected measurements from executed sets of micro benchmarking. Therefore, executed phases and job completion time as a function of processed data are considered in this Hadoop MapReduce Performance Model.

Let’s explain how to develop this platform performance Model as $Model_{n,0}$. We have constructed six sub-models $H-M_1, H-M_2, H-M_3, H-M_4, H-M_5$ and $H-M_6$ that defines the relationships for Read, Collect, Spill, Merge, Shuffle and Write respectively of a given Hadoop cluster. We use a Collected Platform Profile illustrated in figure to derive these sub-models.

Let Hadoop-$M_i$ be a sub-model having solution $(A_i, B_i)$ where $i=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6$. If the platform profile has $k$ rows then $Data_j$ and $Duration_j$ are respectively the amount of data and duration in row $j$ of this profile, where $j=1, 2, 3... k$. From linear regression method we have the following sets of equations:

\[
A_i + B_i \cdot Data_j = Duration_j \quad (1)
\]

$Hadoop-M_i=(A_i, B_i). \quad (2)$

Where $i=1, 2,..., 6$ and $j=1, 2, 3,..., k$

The set of equations may be solved by different techniques and methods, so we may proceed to have a solution for set of equations (2) with least squares regression method as it minimizes the risk of absolute errors. Linear regression is strictly advised as it maintains overall accuracy and lessens the effects of bad measurements if taken.
The relation of \( A + B \) in equation (1) and (2) gives a working sub-model as function of processed data during the execution of different phases \( i \), and hence \( H - M_i = (A + B) \). So, Hadoop MapReduce performance model:

\[
Model_{H(M)} = (H - M_a, H - M_b, H - M_c, H - M_d) - (3)
\]

In the experiments, a random phase will be expected to have a distinctive or exclusive behaviour while processing data of amount more or less than around 64.0 GB. For a good result, we use linear function that is comprised by two segments, first one to process a dataset up to 64.0 GB and second one to process dataset larger than 64.0 GB. The proposed platform performance model for Hadoop MapReduce is derived by execution of a set of micro-benchmarks on a small five node clusters and their respective phase durations. Each machine consists of two Intel processors, 8GB RAM and two 160GB hard disks. Hadoop 2.x is used with two machines referred as NameNode and JobTracker. Each of the working nodes is organized with 2 maps and 1 reduce slot. The block size of the file system is allocated for 64MB and its replication level is three. Speculative execution has no considerable role in setup therefore we set it disabled.

The interaction of processed data amount and varied phase execution timings for a given Hadoop cluster are depicted in Figures 2-5. These figures reflect the platform profile for the phase’s read, collect, spill and merge of the phases of the map task execution respectively. The Figures 6 and 7 depicts the shuffle and write phases in the reduce task respectively. Phase durations are scaled along Y-axis and processed data amounts are taken along X-axis, then the resulting graph are the scattered dots. A regression line is drawn along these dots in black colour, which represents the best fitted solution for the six phases. The shuffle phase in Figure 7 is expected to be approximated by a linear piecewise function that was already comprised by two further linear functions, and therefore a regression line gives a fair accuracy for this phase. For the authentication of shuffle phase a set of experiments has to be carried out. In these experiments, each Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is configured with 2GB RAM and Hadoop limit is 46% of the allocated memory for in-memory buffer.

The segments of data after shuffling are mergersorted in memory and a spill file of size 1GB if new, is written to disk. After the shuffling of whole data, Hadoop merg-sorts initial ten spilled files are written in a new sorted file. Same procedure is carried out for the next ten files and so on till it ends. All the new sorted files are merg-sorted then. Thus we get prominently different shuffle performance to process intermediate data of amount larger than 10 GB. A linear piecewise function may check it performance more accurately.
Accuracy of the MapReduce platform Performance Model

To evaluate the accuracy and precision of the proposed Hadoop MapReduce performance model, \( \text{Model}\&'(1)* \), the expected error that can be calculated for each data point in dataset is estimated. Let \( \text{duration}.\&\ EF \) is a predicted duration and \( \text{duration}.\&\ GEF \) is a measured duration in row \( j \) of the platform profile against phase \( i \) and \( M_i \) is the function of Data \( j \). Now a relative error can be calculated as:

\[
\text{error} = | \frac{\text{IE}(j, KL, FIE(j, KL, MNOP)}{\text{Q} - \text{IF}(j, KL, MNOP, M^{ROP})} | \quad (4)
\]

For each data point, relative errors are computed in platform profile. Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of relative errors is shown in Figure 8 for all the six phases considered above. CDF of relative errors shows that this performance model fits well to this data in experiment. Relative errors in derived models are shown in Table 1 for all the six different processing phases.

Phase “Read”: During the ‘read’ phase less than 10 percent relative errors is found in 66 percent of map-tasks whereas less than 20 percent relative errors are found in 92 percent of map-tasks.

Phase “Shuffle”: During the ‘shuffle’ phase less than 10 percent relative errors is in 76 percent of reduce-tasks whereas less than 20 percent relative errors are found in 96 percent of reduce-tasks.

![Figure 8 Cumulative distribution function of prediction error](image-url)
To validate the accuracy of developed Hadoop MapReduce performance model, various TeraSort and WordCount applications are implemented to calculate the execution time for different phases in a Hadoop based cluster. These applications are run on same five-node cluster and comparison is made between measured and predicted phase duration as discussed below. Based on the developed performance model, WordCount and TeraSort applications are executed on a 5 node cluster and comparison is done between the predicted phase execution time and measured phase duration. By using the TeraGen program, data of size 2.5 GB is generated for both the applications. Experiments are executed 5 times and averages of resulting measurements for the six generic phases are made and shown in Figures 9 and 10. The resulting measurements of five experiments are expressed in Figures 9 and 10 by making a comparison between predicted and measured timings. In both the executed job applications, the number of reduce tasks is set to 50. The graph points in Figure 10 that built up the performance model can give each phase timings accurately. In Figure 9, the difference between predicted and measured duration ranges to 10 percent mostly, except for the shuffle phase which is near 18 percent specifically for WordCount Application.

In order to assess if this performance model designed for small test cluster is workable for larger ones, all the test jobs are repeated for the large cluster having better configuration and extra machines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MapReduce Phases</th>
<th>Error ≤ 10%</th>
<th>Error ≤ 20%</th>
<th>Error ≤ 30%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>read</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collect</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spill</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>merge</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shuffle</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Relative errors in different phases
The machines having same hardware as that in small test cluster are adjusted in 2 racks and interconnected with a GB Ethernet. In this cluster, two machines are taken as NameNode and JobTracker and Hadoop 2.0 is used while other 5 machines are set as workers. One reduce slot and two maps are provided in each work machine and the reduce tasks are set to 60 in each application. Figure 10 provides the measured duration and predicted durations for all the five phases. Critical analysis of the measured and predicted durations for all the five phases indicates that there exists very small difference between these durations. Hence the results validate the effort of constructing of platform performance model with the help of small test cluster.

Conclusion

Energy efficient operation of Hadoop MapReduce clusters has become highly crucial in order to minimise the energy costs of these clusters during data processing. Identifying the increased energy costs of the Hadoop MapReduce applications, this paper has designed a platform performance model suitable for Hadoop MapReduce clusters. Unlike the existing performance models, the proposed performance model related the different number of processed data and durations of executed phases that are accomplished through collected measurements from executed sets of micro benchmarking. The resource distribution strategy of this performance model helps to estimate the job completion time on the basis of resource distribution. The analytical model and experiments of this performance model are carried out with respect to five phases such as read, write, collect, spill and shuffle. The accuracy of this proposed performance model is also validated on both the small test and large test cluster. Improving this performance model by adding work flow and job execution features forms an interesting part of the future work.
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